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Resonate Systems worked with APAL to industrialise a soil analysis
process.

APAL collaborated with CSIRO and the University of Adelaide over a 12-
month period to develop more efficient and cost-effective spectroscopic
Near InfraRed (NIR). The collaboration pushed to develop methods for
high throughput soil analysis in agriculture to reduce previous laborious
and expensive manual processes.

By streamlining this process, the objective to produce a tenfold increase
in throughput per day was achieved.

The analysis performed by measuring the laser light reflected back from
the soil sample is followed by statistical modelling to determine the soil
composition. Prior to Resonate Systems’ development, this process was
undertaken manually requiring a number of inputs into data files of
various formats.

Resonate Systems’ role was to take that analysis module and automate
it by developing supporting data-handling and automation routines to
interface the core NIR soil analysis module provided by the University of
Adelaide Researchers.

Throughout the process, existing manual test setup and data entry
procedures were replaced by software automation. To achieve this,
Resonate Systems worked alongside APAL to understand the interface
between existing NIR scanning equipment and prediction software.

Scripting routines for loading and unloading of the soil samples by robot
were also developed thus removing the need for human interaction
between setting up the measurements and analysing the results.

To achieve the objectives the project was delivered in 3 stages:

Stage 1 - Build an automated platform to import spectra from the
analysis instrumentation, perform predictions and then export
data.

Stage 2 - Automate the reporting and Quality Assurance
of results through integration with APAL's laboratory
information management system (LIMS).

Stage 3 - Interface NIR instrumentation with customised
hardware capable of running the daily throughput
targets.

The project delivered software process improvements to
the NIR soil analysis system. The reduced sample time now
drives efficiency withing APAL and adds value to the APAL’s
customers.
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